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	20 years of crystal growth, production and manufacturing!
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    Now also in large
    	
    Hauerite (MnS2)
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    New crystal
    	
    Erbium ortho Silicate (Er2SiO5)
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  New crystal
  	
  Chrom Oxide (Cr2O3) 10x75 mm
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  New crystal
  	
  Potassium Niobate (KNbO3)
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  Additional 
new crystals and properties
  Here you can see our list of current crystals and their properties.
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  Our new Floating Zone crystal puller
  If you want to have special crystals grown, 
please contact us.
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  Our New Floating Zone crystal puller in
operation
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  If you need special crystals grown, 
please contact us.

  


    
  Short delivery time for substrates!
  [image: TiO2 Rutile crystal before annealing]
  Floating Zone grown TiO2 Rutile crystal before annealing.

  


    
  Short delivery time for substrates!
  We grow now our own GdScO3 and DyScO3 crystals.
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  SurfaceNet GmbH located in Rheine (Germany) was founded in 2003. SurfaceNet offers a wide range of products for the scientific and industrial world of electronics and optics. Our main target is the so called crystal world.


  We produce materials like raw crystals, substrates with surfaces in highest finish and components made out of single crystals like substrates, deposition materials like targets and a wide range of machinery materials.



  Most of the processed crystals are synthetic crystals made by man but we work also with natural materials as not every chemical composition is available as synthetic crystal.
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